Evaluate interactive simulations to train your gas utility workforce

Experiential learning is proven to result in greater trainee engagement and retention. That’s why virtual reality (VR) is a powerful training tool. Using scenario-based VR for critical tasks, GTI-developed VR training modules help users practice in a controlled environment and provide total immersion. The dynamic, interactive simulations are helping to better prepare natural gas field personnel to effectively and efficiently identify and respond to critical situations.

If you’re not using VR training yet—and want to give it a try—GTI is offering a technology evaluation trial program that loans you VR equipment and gives you access to GTI-developed training content on natural gas leaks and other critical missions available for license from PixoVR.

Complete your VR training evaluation now and be prepared to take other actions—such as purchasing hardware equipment or licensing VR training content before the end of the year.

To schedule your 30-day technology evaluation trial today, contact Ray Deatherage at rdeatherage@gti.energy or call 1.847.768.0942. Equipment availability is limited, so act fast.

Visit the GTI website to learn more about GTI VR Training offers and opportunities.
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START A TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION TRAINING TRIAL TODAY
Purchase a 30-day GTI VR training technology evaluation trial license that includes:

• 2 Oculus Quest Headsets – pre-loaded with GTI-developed training modules
• Weekly touchpoints between GTI, PixoVR, and technology evaluation stakeholders
• Remote support services on hardware equipment and training module usage
• Paid postage for receiving and returning equipment

GTI can also assist in developing customized VR training for your organization’s workforce
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